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Money well spent Excellent with almost enough slots for tracking nutritional counts. Still would have sweets, carbs. That
is my only criticism. Every day asks for weight and the time you measure it; I began using those and discovered that
more useful for myself. The first page includes a subtotal of all nutritional counts before dinner. The second page
includes a area for examining up to 8 boxes for every glass (up to 8) of drinking water you drink. Again, period is
requested for dinner and night time snack. There can be an area for daily totals and a little box for math calculations.
Another small region asks for totals of five nutritional counts for the day including calories, excess fat (will not ask for
saturated fats but I utilized the space to notate both), carbs, fiber and proteins. Next can be an area for physical activity
throughout the day. Love this food diary. Amazing how much structured data they are able to fit on a page half how big
is 8.5x11 inch paper. I love it and you will be buying another one in three months. Small squares so that you can check
one off for reach glass of water you beverage.I shed 50 pounds a couple of years ago and credit this simply because a
big component of this. I've been experiencing Chronic Fatigue. Placing it in and out of a briefcase or purse during the
day will take it program on the pages. I'm going to be ordering two more so I have them on hand when that one is full. I
feel this is money well spent. I'm in Love with This Journal I cannot say enough just how much I like this food diary. I've
lost seven pounds since I started to utilize it.I'd been trying to make use of food-tracking apps without success and
finally decided to try the paper path. It might you need to be a matter of preference for you personally. Also, when I used
apps that instantly logged calories etc for me, I never learned how many calorie consumption/carbs etc had been in
each food.. It breaks down your whole day time and offers subtotals so you need not try and accumulate the whole thing
simultaneously. There is no preprinted column showing Net Carbs, but there's a blank column you can label however you
like. I could eat delicious meals and lose excess weight. There is enough of room in case you are like me and wish to
write in the calories for each part of my sandwich for example and not just the total calorie consumption for the
sandwich. Completely very well designed and handy.. Really works I lost 49 lbs.if you want checking things off, you'll
enjoy using this journal.The trunk of the book has graphs for anything you want - instead of tracking weight I've graphs
for how clothing fits... Ideal for keeping you honest.. It's truly a pleasure to use this journal. Greatest and easiest format
I've found! Large lines - ideal for larger handwriting. It has a section for all your nutrition information I need to keep
track. My only with is normally that it has more than enough pages to last the complete year. Two pages each day with
web page totals on each. It was recommended by my principal physician. I've utilized this journal before - I do low carb
and this somehow keeps me on the directly and narrow when just mentally tracking my feeding on will not.but capped
calories. Happy with my purchase. Highly recommended. the very best Food/Activity log available For my uses, the best
Food/Activity log available. I am using for a lot more than 5 years. Plenty of space to record food intake, supplement
intake, exercise. Very handy to have for people that must track diet. Also has column you can use to create in a nutrient
you need to track aside from the usual calorie consumption/carbs/fat/fiber/protein grams. I use it to monitor sodium
intake.. & at the back for an extremely inadequate calorie count list. I have tried many others, but I usually end up back
right here. It has a daily objective percentage tracker, along with weekly and monthly. This is the best food journal out
there. Many criticize that there is too much to journal in this, but you only have to use the columns that you like. I
actually add my own choice of cholesterol in the empty place. The columns adhere to the same order as meals labels to
make it easy to complete:Calories / Fats Grams / Carbs Grams/ Fiber Grams / Protein Grams / Blank Column you can
CustomizeThere's a daily square for filling in your weight and even enough time that you weighed yourself!Anyway, this
can be a great journal and it's been the key to my success. I love this journal I love this journal. It's assisting me to
monitor everything I drink and eat. Not only is it helping me with excess weight loss, but it's assisting me to observe
what foods could be causing me to be exhausted. Add four columns for counts mentioned above and perhaps a wrap
around feature to the cover to make it easier to transfer it from one place to another. I love that you can list calories,
carbs, body fat and water consumed.Very organized for the person who loves corporation.suffice it to state, it's worth
its cost. This is offered by B &It has a place for any kind of information you might want to monitor, and because it's a
paper notebook computer it is easy to return back and track patterns of eating if you are losing fast or losing nothing -
it's not so easy on apps or online. There's are goal setting techniques web pages and graphs you can make. You could do
weight, measurements, or whatever it is that works best so that you can track. I always recommend measurements vs



excess weight because sometimes I won't get rid of a pound but will lose inches.Some nutritional data is included but it
has a lot of space to add your personal frequently-eaten items. I make dishes over and over and wrote down the
knowledge for them - it's about a million instances quicker than searching it up in an app.I make it to work with me -
it's light and because I'm at the job for 10 hours I understand I'll forget a handful of nuts here and there that We snack
on. What would I transformation? I resolved this with a rubber band to keep the cover closed.. in 8 months by simply
documenting my calories with mild exercise. That is set up for easy sensible monitoring of meals, exercise, drinking
water intake and other comments. I capped cals to approx. 2000 per day with fruit, salads, etc. I had a need to track
glucose, sodium, cholesterol and potassium nevertheless and had to obtain creative to add it in each day.There is a lot of
room wasted at the front of the log for use instructions/goals/etc.I'm tempted to order the rest of the journals by this
same firm but have decided to carry my horses and consider it one at a time! N but it’s $2 more. When I don't journal I
'forget' that adding 100 or more calories a day time consistently allows weight to creep back again up. Effective
Weight Reduction Tool--25 lbs Down! I LOVE this journal. Amazing how keeping within calorie range and shifting can
lead to weight loss. Value its excess weight in gold! I just write NC in that column and fill in my net carbs right now
there. I coupled this with Cooking Light cookbooks and lost 25 lbs. I purchased metallic stars stickers and on times that
I keep within my calorie range and exercise I give myself a sticker. Noises corny but gold superstars still motivate me! I
utilized it for a few days and after that I discovered or rather considered online apps for my telephone. Very nice layout
inside. Since I complete the amounts by hand in this journal, I'm needs to learn what's what. Its value buying if your
monitoring meals for weight loss. I brought this publication because I was having a lot of stomach issues. THEREFORE I
bought this reserve two track what meals I was eating. Purchase writing my foods down I was able to eliminate meals
that was making me sick Excellent Food Tracker This is great, it has a lot of different things to track and extra spaces
for the specific program you are working. The cover is usually a sturdy material and on top of that it provides spiral
binding. Super Diet Journal! This is my second order of the item. I am nearly through the whole first purchase and it was
this important part of my weightloss program that I wanted to be sure to have this second copy when the first book was
consumed. The pages are well setup for easy logging of daily foods. There is a useful index of common foods and dietary
stats for every. This Personal food and fitness journal has been VERY helpful in helping me eat much healthier and lose
excess weight. The journal is mostly focused on meals. There is certainly some space for fitness notes however the focus
is actually on diet. I highly recommend this diet minder! Best of the greatest! The web page ends with a location for
personal notes. Let me see log refill webpages for all those of us who utilize the log on a normal basis - we don't need
the extra stuff at the front and you will get far better calorie/nutrition details online - no dependence on the calorie
count list at the back of the log. Well thought-out food journal. Large lines - ideal for bigger handwriting That is my
second Diet Minder. I can track what I eat, my blood sugar after the meal, water, medications, and exercise. Addresses
almost everything you will need. Great layout. Monitoring made easy. Recommend. I did a lot of searching for a food
monitoring journal that addressed the majority of things, this just about does everything..I'm doing a low carbohydrate
diet. Also simply because space to track your exercise, vitamins, water and weight. Perfect for success The just time I
am successful slimming down is when I journal what I eat. The trunk has a basic food estimator. This is a really well-
planned food journal. Good for journaling Great quality Its worthy of buying if your tracking your meals for pounds .
foods consumed, nutritional counts as entirely on most labels and enough time the meal or snack was consumed. I like it
because seeing the journal on my table top is a visual reminder that I will log my food. Unless you prefer to use your
phone or computer to record and track your food, this would be considered a great option for you!
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